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ABSTRACT 

 

Social networking sites are very useful in sharing information, making friends and keeping in touch with old friends. It is an online service, 

platform, or site that focuses on facilitating the building of social networks and social elation among peoples for sharing interests, activities, 

backgrounds, or real-life connections.  But with the increasing demand of social networking sites (SNS) privacy and security concern have also 

increased.  

The focus of our study is to measure the amount of Privacy in SNS, and based on these current techniques and attack strategies I propose a 

model designed in PHP to handle the privacy and security issues of SNS’s. 

Social Networking Sites (SNS) are being used for over a decade, and has exponentially grown in popularity in the recent few years. They are 

web based services that allow individuals to: (a) make a public or semipublic profile (b) share contents with many users (c) view and traverse 

other user list. SNS allow users to connect, share information and other comments, chat, play games, and even add comments. 

I propose a policy based infrastructure, with the help of a SNS designed in PHP, that allows: 

1. Users to express their privacy preferences with respect to who can access their data and for what purpose. 

2. Data provider support to enforce user privacy preferences, and supporting additional access models. 

3. Handling privacy issues and access of data in SNS. 

 

 

 

1.Introduction 

Content sharing services have made social networking 

sites immensely popular. Users view their profiles on 

social networking sites as a form of self-expression, but 

these profiles also have commercial value. To allay 

fears of privacy violations, social networking sites 

provide users with access control settings to place 

restrictions on who may view their personal 

information. 

Also it is possible to consider the fact that the web 

applications are built for various purposes. Or instance 

we have researchers web application, social networking 

web application, e-mail application, ecommerce 

application etc. Each web application is built with 

different requirements for performance, security 

mechanisms, internationalization and scalability to 

serve its customers. 

 

A. Need For Social Networking 

In 21st century, people are preoccupied with their busy 

wok life that they do not have time to spare for their 

near and dear ones. However social networking has 

given them platform to stay in touch with their near and 

dear ones. 

Social networking is one of the major technological 

phenomenons of the Web, with hundreds of millions of 

attached users. Social network enables a form of self 

expression for the users and help them to socialize and 

share contents with others. Social networking sites are 

very useful in sharing information, making friends and 

keeping in touch with old friends. But with the 

increasing demand of social networking sites privacy 

concern is also increased.  

With SNS, users engage with each other for various 

purposes, including business, entertainment and 

knowledge sharing. The commercial success of SNS 

depends on the number of users it attract, and by 

encouraging users to add more users to their network 

and to share data with others in SNS. 

SNS have become very popular since they have many 

attracting features for the users. Most social networking 

websites allow member to design their own profiles so 

that they can design their profile page in order to 

express themselves and to reflect their personality. 

Users can customize the profile layout, add applications 

and can upload photos and other type of information.  

Social networking sites are web based services that 

allow individual to [14]: 

1. Construct a public or semi-public profile 

within a bounded system. 

2. Articulate a list of other users with whom they 

share a connection. 

3. View and traverse their list of connections and 

those made by others within the system. 

 

B. Need For Privacy  
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Since SNS are widely in demand of current scenarios, 

the risk of their usage has also increased. Due to the 

lack of awareness among user and presence of less 

privacy protection tools, huge amount of user’s data, 

including user’s personal information, pictures and 

videos, is at risk. They can be used by strangers, 

recruiters and even the public at large, in any way in 

which they want. 

Content sharing is one of the main features of SNSs, 

but they do not provide any mechanism for collective 

enforcement of privacy policies on shared data. 

Privacy expectations in social networks are based on 

relationships. Typical social networks support friends 

and networks with privileged access. 

Past work demonstrates that users have strong 

expectations for privacy on social networking sites. 

In order to help users protect their personal data, the 

SNSs architecture adopts a simple user centric policy 

management approach, where a privacy aware user is 

able to specify a policy that manages access to their 

posted profile objects.  

Due to lack of  user awareness and proper privacy 

protection tools, huge quantities of user data, including 

personal information, pictures and videos are quickly 

falling into hands of authorities, strangers, recruiters 

and the public at large [9]. 

 

2. Motivation 

SNS are one of the most browsed categories of websites 

in today’s scenarios. They facilitate the building of 

social network for users who wants to share interest, 

activities, background, or real-life connections. While 

some SNS may require specific protocols to allow 

interaction among members, other SNS allow open 

interaction among all site members. But user should 

always be informed of the information security threats 

they are being exposed to including the loss of private 

and personal information [14]. 

Trust is a critical factor in sharing and creating 

information among communities within physical and 

virtual contexts. Some people argue with the fact that 

privacy in Social Networking Sites is not expected, as 

user tends to promote themselves in public, other 

suggests that privacy in Social Networking Sites must 

be taken into account, because user’s personal and 

private information can be sold to third parties without 

prior or proper permission. 

A Social Relationship Model can improve SNS 

privacy and security in multiple ways [4] : 

1. We share different information with our friends 

and colleagues. A confusion of relationship types may 

cause embarrassment; therefore all social relationships 

should be clearly articulated and treated accordingly in 

making privacy decisions. 

2. Trust relationships are the core information on 

which all security mechanism is based. By their very 

nature, trust relationships among users are not equal. 

Traditional privacy policies based on binary trust 

relationships ignore the existing strength differences 

and treat them as equal. Therefore they cannot provide 

fine-grain access control and may lead to privacy 

breaches. 

3. Interaction intensity can be used as a proxy for 

relationship quality for the purpose of making privacy 

decisions. If a pair of users does not interact often, they 

only want to reveal a limited amount of information to 

each other. The measurement of interaction intensity 

also introduces a way to characterize network 

dynamics. 

The tradeoff between accuracy and complexity in 

describing social relationships must be taken into 

account. Inaccurate and ambiguous description will 

introduce security vulnerabilities. 

 

3.Proposed Policies 

The privacy tools in SNS are not flexible enough to 

protect user data. Most popular SNS, Facebook provide 

very detailed privacy setting, but current Facebook’s 

privacy interface is too complex to understand by most 

normal users.  Our target is Privacy settings to be 

simple, even understandable by the normal users. 

Here we propose some privacy policies that serve as 

a resolution for the privacy issues identified in previous 

section. These policies when implemented can enhance 

as well as complement the privacy framework of 

existing SNS’s. 

Policy Number 1 (Name Privacy Policy):- User’s 

full name should not be disclosed to visitors on SNS. 

Instead of user’s full name visitors of SNS should be 

able to see his title name. When they become Close 

Friends, Friends or Known they can see both users’ full 

name and user’s title name. 

 

 
Fig.1. Name Privacy Policy 

 

Reason: Named privacy policy is needed to hide 

user’s full name from unknown users, so that user’s 

identity is hidden from unknown users. This is needed 

because user’s identity anonymity is one of the main 

demands. We cannot hide user’s full name in SNS, but 

we can maintain user’s identity anonymity by hiding 

user’s last name from unknown users. 

 

Policy Number 2 (Wall Content Privacy Policy):- 

User can customize his wall contents; he can make it as 

private, protected and public , so that private data is not 

visible to anyone except him, protected data is visible to 

Close Friends and Friends, and public data is visible to 

Known and Visitors. 
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Fig 2. Wall Content Privacy Policy 

 

Reason: Other SNS do not provide this feature of 

customizing the wall contents so that they are visible to 

specific group of users, not to all users. This is one of 

the main features so as to provide privacy to specific 

data. 

 

Policy Number 3 (Comments Privacy Policy):- 

Option to customize the visibility of comments on post. 

 
Fig 3. Comments Privacy Policy 

 

Reason: The friends who are not friends with each 

other should not be able to view each other’s comments 

on the post updated by their common friends, so that 

privacy of user is maintained. Bob does not want 

anyone beside his friend (Alice) to know anything about 

him. But when Alice friend (Jim) visits his profile he 

can easily discover Bob’s name on Alice’s friend list, 

he can also se all interactions between Bob and Alice. 

So to prevent this, I propose this policy. 

 

Policy Number 4 (Wall Filtering Policy):- To filter 

and screen the contents being posted on user’s wall, so 

that integrity of user’s data is being maintained and to 

customize which user can post on a user’s wall . It is a 

very useful requirement of user in current environment. 

It is double standard privacy policy, firstly only Close 

Friends and Friends can post on user’s wall and 

secondly user can apply filtering option to those 

contents also. 

 
Fig 4.Wall Filtering Policy 

Reason: When user accepts a person as friend he is 

allowed to post anything on user’s wall. There may be 

some friends who may not be so much trusted. There 

may be occasions when they may post something which 

may be inappropriate, absurd, abusive or even obscene. 

There may be some people who can post inappropriate 

content on a user’s profile, which needs to be 

controlled. 

Policy Number 5 (Pop up Box Policy):- The most 

important problem is that SNS do not inform the user 

about the danger of disclosing theprivate information. 

We propose to have popup box to inform user about 

privacy risk whenever there is danger to their privacy. 

 
Fig 5.Pop up Box Policy 

 

Reason: So that common users should be informed 

of dangers involved in using SNS very easily and 

efficiently. Whenever user’s data is at risk a Pop Box 

should appear so that user should be informed of the 

privacy risk, and he can stop his private information 

from being disclosed. 

 

Policy Number 6 (Third Party Warning Policy):- 

When we access some applications that needs user to 

enter his E-mail address, then user should be made 

aware of the risk of giving his email id. The 

warning/notification should come before proceeding 

forward so that if user wants to proceed he can say Yes 

otherwise No. 

 
Fig 6. Third Party Warning Policy 

Reason: - When third party applications require 

user’s email id, it becomes difficult to know that any 

application is using which part of our data and users 

blindly allow access to these applications.  As a result 

our private information may get disclosed, and van be 

used wrongly. Many business organizations use email 

id’s to send advertisements and increase the 

productivity of their business. 

 

4.Implementation 

To implement the policy proposed, we proposed a 

frame work in php and our implementation shows 

whether the given policies are applicable on a social 

networking site or not. We have shown implementation 

of first four policies. 

While adding user as friend we have three 

categories  

a) Close Friend  

b) Friend 

c) Known.  
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By default Known will be selected, since we aim at 

making all the privacy settings as private by default. 

Our privacy level will depend on the type of friendship 

level between the two users. With Close Friends we 

share almost each and every information. They are the 

best friends of the user’s real life. While Friends are 

people who are user’s family members, relatives or 

friends in real life. We share most but not all 

information with them. Known are the people about 

whom the user knows a little. They can be people 

known online or met once or twice. While Visitors are 

the user’s who are not in our friend list but visit the user 

profile to know about him. 

 

 
Fig 7. Level of Friendship 

 

A. Policy Number 1 (Name Privacy Policy) 

In implementing Name Privacy Policy, we make 

user full name hidden to the visitors, while visiting a 

profile or searching a member, user will only be able to 

see his first name and title name inspite of his full 

name. While searching for a member in peoplelive.com, 

user needs to make the searches with title or first name 

of the user inspite of his full name. So to search a friend 

user need to know his title or first name. When a search 

is made then the full name of only those members 

appears who are in user’s friend list, for all the other 

members only first name appears along with “Add 

Friend” link. 

 

 
Fig 8. Search done with Title and First Name Only 

 

When the users are searched then the users who are 

in friend list their Full Name appears and users who are 

not in friend list their only First Name appears. A user 

can see Full Name of particular user only when he is in 

the friend list of user. Named privacy policy is needed 

to hide user’s full name from unknown users, so that 

user’s identity is hidden from unknown users. This is 

needed because user’s identity anonymity is one of the 

main demands. We cannot hide user’s full name in 

SNS, but we can maintain user’s identity anonymity by 

hiding user’s last name from unknown users. 

 

 
Fig 9. After Search, Full Name appears only of those who are 

in user’s friend list 

 

B. Policy Number 2 (Wall Content Privacy Policy)  

Wall content privacy is to maintain a level of 

privacy for a specific user, depending on the level of 

friendship between the users. Mainly we are showing 

this concepts with the help of scraps been posted on 

users wall. User can maintain the different categories of 

scraps, such as:  

• General 

• Favorite 

• Private 

• Awesome 

More ever depending on the level of friendship, 

different users will have different access level to 

different categories of scraps. 

 

 
Fig 10. Categories shown when user is added as Close Friend 

 

C.Policy Number 3 (Comments Privacy Policy) 

Comment Privacy Policy is needed to hide the 

identity of user from unknown users. A user will be 

able to see comments of only those users who are in his 

friend list. That means the comments of only common 

users will only be seen, rest all comments will be 

hidden. 

• Pictured 

• Best 

• Important 

• Loving 

�
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Fig 11. Total Number of Comments Show (5) 

 

For e.g. in Fig 11, we see that a particular picture, 

“MY Friend” shows 5 comments in total, but when we 

will open it than only 2 comments will appear, which 

shows that rest 3 comments are hidden as then are send 

by users who are not in user friend list. 

 

 
Fig 12. Total Comments Appeared (2) 

 

D.Policy Number 4 (Wall Filtering Policy) 

Wall Filtering Policy is needed to hide the user 

specified contents from the other users. When user 

accepts a person as friend he is allowed to post anything 

on user’s wall. There may be some friends who may not 

be so much trusted. There may be occasions when they 

may post something which may be inappropriate, 

absurd, abusive or even obscene. There may be some 

people who can post inappropriate content on a user’s 

profile, which needs to be controlled. So in this a 

database is created which protects user data and shown 

by asterisk (*) on users wall. 

 

 
Fig 13.  Filtered Content Appears In Asterisk (*) 

 

5.Conclusion and Future Work: 

This is a relatively new field and there is a tremendous 

potential for future research because of the recent 

increase in the number of users in SNSs. In this work 

we examined the existing privacy policies of some of 

the most common Social Networking Sites like 

Facebook, MySpace, and LinkedIn etc. While studying 

about the privacy policies we tried to keep in mind the 

requirements of Social Networking Sites users. 

We studied the existing privacy policies and flaws 

in them for different Social Networking Sites. Keeping 

in mind the weakness of existing policies we suggested 

certain modifications in them.  

In support to our proposed policies and to test their 

implementation feasibility, we have tried and 

implemented 4 of our policies. For this we designed our 

SNS in php which has the primary features of any 

Social Networking Site like Facebook. Then we 

implemented few of the proposed policies on it. 

In future, we intend to extend our privacy policies 

that offer an easy and flexible way to user so that they 

can communicate with each other and the third party 

application without revealing much about them. We 

also aim at proposing a Privacy Policies Framework, 

which can easily be integrated with the existing one or 

even can be replaced. 
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